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Abstract
Acronym extraction aims to find acronyms (i.e., short-forms) and their meanings (i.e., long-forms) from the documents, which
is important for scientific document understanding (SDU@AAAI-22) tasks. Previous works are devoted to modeling this task
as a paragraph-level sequence labeling problem. However, it lacks the effective use of the external knowledge, especially
when the datasets are in a low-resource setting. Recently, the prompt-based method with the vast pre-trained language model
can significantly enhance the performance of the low-resourced downstream tasks. In this paper, we propose a Prompt-based
Sequence Generation (PSG) method for the acronym extraction task. Specifically, we design a template for prompting the
extracted acronym texts with auto-regression. A position extraction algorithm is designed for extracting the position of the
generated answers. The results on the acronym extraction of Vietnamese and Persian in a low-resource setting show that the
proposed method outperforms all other competitive state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods.
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1. Introduction
With the development of technology and global informa-
tization, the number of acronyms is increasing rapidly.
The forms of the acronyms are complicated and change-
able because of various languages [1]. Therefore, un-
derstanding the acronyms of long technical phrases is
very important for scientific document understanding
(SDU@AAAI-22) [2].

In addition, the carefully designed document reading
system should be able to recognize the correct meaning of
acronyms and their long forms so that these documents
can be processed correctly. This is fairly critical for a
variety of downstream tasks, such as question and answer
[3], reading comprehension [4], translation [5], medical
consultant [6], etc.

The acronym extraction task is mainly used to extract
acronyms (i.e., short forms) and their meanings (i.e., long
forms) in the science document [7]. To take the English
language as an example, which is shown in Figure 1, the
output label is the position of the input text string. In the
earliest attempts, the rules or features [8] are adopted
to capture the acronyms. However, these methods often
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Input: Existing methods for learning with noisy labels (LNL) primarily take a loss correction approach.

Output: Existing methods for learning with noisy labels (LNL) primarily take a loss correction approach.

Label:{ ‘acronym’: [ 49 : 52 ], ‘long-form’ : [ 21 : 47 ]}

Figure 1: Examples of English acronym extraction.

require a lot of manual design, making it hard to process
documents with complex grammatical structures.

Recent works tend to model this task as a sequence
labeling task [9, 10, 11], which helps the model to cap-
ture the local definition of acronyms in the document.
However, the form of acronyms not only appears in the
English scene but also in other language scenes (multi-
lingual). Traditional sequence labeling methods are weak
in utilizing external knowledge [12]. As a result, once
the system runs on low-resource downstream tasks, its
performance is relatively poor. Furthermore, the tradi-
tional sequence labeling method requires a lot of manual
rules for labeling, which is unrealistic in low-resource
scenarios. Inspired by the prompt-based method [13], the
prompt tends to extract the knowledge from the large-
scale pre-trained model [14], which is helpful to improve
the generalization ability in low-resource scenarios.

In this paper, we propose the Prompt-base Sequence
Generation (PSG) method for acronym extraction. Specif-
ically, we design a prompt for sequence generation with
the large-scale pre-trained model. With the prompt being
used as a template, the acronym form and the long-form
can be generated via auto-regression. After obtaining
the answer, we designed a position extraction algorithm
to locate the labels. The proposed method ranks 1-st un-
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der the low-resource language setting (i.e., Vietnamese
and Persian) in the shared task 1 of the SDU@AAAI-22,
which outperforms all other competitive methods. The
main contributions are summarized as follows:

• As far as we know, this is the first attempt to
adopt prompt-based sequence generation for the
acronym extraction task.

• We propose a novel acronym extraction method,
including prompt-based sequence generation
method and position extraction algorithm for ob-
taining the final labels.

• Extensive experiments are conducted on the low-
resource datasets (i.e., Vietnamese and Persian).
The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed method compared with other competi-
tive baselines.

2. Task introduction

2.1. Problem definition
We treat the acronym task as a sequence generation
problem. Given a series of tokens in the text x =
{𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛}, this task aims at finding the corre-
sponding position from the original text. The label indi-
cates the short-form 𝑆 (i.e., acronym) and the long-form
𝐿 (i.e., phrase). We formulate the above process as fol-
lows:

𝐿, 𝑆 = ℎ (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛) (1)

where ℎ is the model which extracts the answers.

2.2. Evaluation metric
The submitted results will be evaluated based on the
macro-averaged precision, recall, and F1 scores on the
online test set. The final scores represent the prediction
correctness of short-form (i.e., acronym) and long-form
(i.e., phrase) boundaries in the sentences. The short-form
or long-form boundary prediction is counted as correct
if the beginning and the end of the predicted short-form
or long-form boundaries are equal to the ground-truth
beginning and end of the short-form or long-form bound-
ary, respectively. The official score is the macro average
of short-form and long-form F1 scores.

2.3. Dataset
This acronym extraction task consists of various multi-
lingual datasets composed of document sentences in sci-
ence fields [15]. Among them, the Vietnamese dataset
and the Persian dataset are set in a low-resource scenario
compared to other languages. As shown in Table 1, the
Vietnamese dataset is divided into training (1274), devel-
opment (159), and testing according to the data set (160).

Table 1
Statistical Information of Vietnamese Dataset.

Data Sample Number Ratio
Training Set 1274 79.98%

Development Set 159 9.98%
Test Set 160 10.04%

Total 1593 100%

Table 2
Statistical Information of Persian Dataset.

Data Sample Number Ratio
Training Set 1336 80.34%

Development Set 167 10.04%
Test Set 160 9.62%

Total 1663 100%

As shown in Table 2, the Persian dataset is divided into
training (1336), development (167), and testing according
to the data set (160). The training and validation sets
of the above two datasets have been manually labeled,
where the label is a list of position boundaries.

3. Method
In this section, we will introduce our method in detail, in-
cluding the model architecture, prompt design, sequence
generation and position extraction algorithm.

Existing methods for learning with noisy 
labels (LNL) primarily take a loss correc‐
tion approach. The acronyms and their 
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Figure 2: Overview of model architecture, where the sentence
in bold is the prompt and the <extra_id_3> is designed to
separate the acronym of short-form and long-form.

3.0.1. Model architecture

The overall architecture of our me-thod is shown in Fig-
ure 2, the MT5 model [16] is adopted as our backbone for
sequence generation. We first input the text with a manu-
ally designed prompt to be tokenized with MT5 tokenizer,



then the input shall be encoded with the encoder through
the self-attention [17] mechanism. Finally, the output is
produced by the decoder via auto-regression. Notice that
the output contains the unused token, which is designed
as the placeholder for prompt tuning, thus further utiliz-
ing the external knowledge from the pre-trained model.

3.0.2. Prompt design

We manually design the prompt to extract relevant knowl-
edge from the pre-trained model for sequence genera-
tion, which is presented as the fixed tokens, i.e., “The
acronyms and their meanings are:”. In addition, the un-
used tokens are adopted as a placeholder to control the
outputs. Specifically, the unused tokens are used as the
placeholder to form a template for prompt tuning, where
the <extra_id_1> represents the separator of the short
forms, the <extra_id_2> represents the separator of the
long forms, and the <extra_id_3> represents the sepa-
rator between the acronym of the long-form and short-
form. The <extra_id_4> indicates that no acronym of
short-form appears, while the <extra_id_5> indicates
that no acronym of long-form appears.

3.0.3. Sequence generation

The sequence generation task is designed to gener-
ate extracted possible acronyms. The text x =
(𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛) is encoded through the encoder to ob-
tain the context encoding 𝐸𝐶 . At the decoding stage, the
loss function of the sequence generation task can be per-
formed as auto-regression, which is shown as equation
(2):

𝐿𝐷(𝜙) = −
∑︁
𝑖

log𝑃𝜙 (𝑦𝑖 | 𝑦0, . . . , 𝑦𝑖−1, 𝐸𝐶) (2)

where the 𝜙 is the parameters of the model, the 𝑦𝑖 rep-
resents the i-th word generated by the decoder, and
𝑦0, . . . , 𝑦𝑖−1 is a sequence of previously generated to-
kens.

3.0.4. Position extraction algorithm

After the possible acron-yms of short-form and long-form
are generated with sequence generation, the next step is
to consider how to extract their positions. A good extrac-
tion algorithm determines the final quality of the gen-
erated result. We use a greedy traversal search method,
adopting the regular method from left to right to find
the corresponding location boundary. At the same time,
we need to ensure there is no overlap in the extracted
outputs by detecting the boundary margins so that the ex-
tracted positions are independent of each other. To take
the acronym of short-form as an example, the algorithm
is represented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Position extraction algorithm
Input: Output text y tokenized into list 𝐿; Original
input text x
Output: Short-form acronym position list 𝐷

1: Let 𝐷 = []
2: Let truncated text R = ∅
3: if ‘<extra_id_4>’ in 𝐿 then
4: 𝐷 = []
5: else
6: 𝑖 = y.find(‘<extra_id_3>’)
7: R = y[:𝑖].strip()
8: for 𝑗 in R.split(‘ <extra_id_1> ’) do
9: for 𝑚 in [𝑘.start() for 𝑘 in re.finditer(𝑗, x)] do

10: 𝐷.append([𝑚, 𝑚 + len(𝑗)])
11: end for
12: end for
13: end if
14: Making the position intervals in list 𝐷 independent

of each other
15: return solution 𝐷

4. Experiment setup

4.1. Baseline models
• Rule-based method The baseline method pro-

posed by Schwartz is a rule-based method [8]. In
this baseline, the words that more than 60% of
their characters are uppercased are selected as
acronym. To select long-forms, if the initial char-
acters of the preceeding words before an acronym
can form the acronym they are selected as long-
form. The related codes can be found on the web-
site1.

• BERT-CRF model The BERT-CRF [9] architec-
ture is composed of a BERT model [18] concate-
nated with a token-level perception layer with a
conditional random field (CRF) on top. For the
input tokens, the BERT model produced encoded
tokens and the classification model projects en-
codings to the label space. The classification out-
put scores are then sent to the CRF layer, whose
parameters are the tag transition matrix, where
the elements represent the tag transition score.
The matrix contains two states: begin (B) and end
(E). We only consider the cross-entropy loss of
the first sub-token of each token.

• BERT-Spanmodel The task is also considered as
the boundary of phrase spans modeled by BERT-
Span model [10], including acronyms of short-
form and long-form. Two binary classifiers are

1https://github.com/amirveyseh/AAAI-22-SDU-shared-task-1-
AE



Table 3
F1 Performace in Vietnamese.

Method Val F1 Test F1

Rule-based 0.5337 0.5646
BERT-CRF 0.7712 0.7613
BERT-Span 0.8118 0.7844
MT5-base 0.8222 0.8012

PSG-base 0.8313 0.8195
PSG-large 0.8523 0.8344
PSG-xlarge 0.8611 0.8416

Table 4
F1 Performace in Persian.

Method Val F1 Test F1

Rule-based 0.5811 0.5636
BERT-CRF 0.6126 0.5782
BERT-Span 0.6334 0.5916
MT5-base 0.6578 0.6613

PSG-base 0.6901 0.7077
PSG-large 0.7363 0.7437
PSG-xlarge 0.7745 0.7993

adopted to output the multiple start and end in-
dexes. The prediction represents whether each
token is the start or end tag. Given each token
representation from the BERT model, the proba-
bilities of each token are predicted as the start or
end position. The weighted cross-entropy loss is
implemented to train the model with parameters
shared at the BERT encoder layers.

• MT5modelThe MT5 [16] is a multilingual Trans-
former model pre-trained on a dataset (mC4) con-
taining text from 101 different languages include
the language of Vietnamese and Persian. The ar-
chitecture of the MT5 model, which is based on T5
[19], is designed to support any Natural Language
Processing task by reframing the required task
as a sequence-to-sequence task. Also, the MT5
model has different variants to perform the se-
quence generation task, where we final adopt the
model size of the base, the large and the x-large.
The above models can be found and downloaded
on the website2.

4.2. Training strategies
For the sequence generation part, we design a curriculum
learning method to train the sequence generation model,
where the model is fine-tuned with a corpus of different
difficulties. We mix up all the training datasets in the
acronym tasks, including 4,000 English, 1,000 Persian,
and 800 Vietnamese paragraphs in the scientific domain
and 4,000 English, 8,000 French, 6,400 Spanish, and 3,000
Danish paragraphs in the legal domain. The training
steps are as follows:

1. The trained MT5 model is utilized to initialize
the parameters of the encoder and decoder, and
fine-tune with the multi-lingual data. Finally, we
train the model with 8 epochs.

2. We fine-tune the MT5 model with a single lan-
guage for Vietnamese and Persian respectively
with 8 epochs being trained.

2https://huggingface.co/models

Notice that the Persian is a right-to-left language, it is
different from other languages. However, we deem that
the whole training process is an auto-regressive task,
where the pre-trained model can learn the features of
multi-languages via self-supervised pre-training and fine-
tuning. In short, the model can well produce the results
with the proposed position extraction algorithm.

4.3. Implementation
All models are implemented based on the open-source
transformers library of huggingface [20], where thou-
sands of pretrained models are provided to perform differ-
ent tasks on texts such as sequence labeling and sequence
generation. The huggingface toolkit provides multiple
APIs to quickly download and use those pre-trained mod-
els, thus fine-tuning them on the downstream tasks. We
adopt Pytorch deep learning framework to finish this
task. Specifically, we use four GPUs of NVIDIA 3090
with 24 cores to complete these experiments.

In BERT-CRF method, we initialize the model with
mbert [21], and initial learning rates are 5e-5 and 5e-2
for BERT and CRF respectively. We utilize the AdamW
optimizer [22] with a batch size of 32.

In BERT-Span method, we initialize the model with
mbert, and initial learning rates are 5e-5. We utilize the
AdamW optimizer with a batch size of 32.

Our models are implemented with various varients,
where the base model is implemented with the batch size
of 32, the large model is implemented with the batch size
of 4 and the xlarge model is implemented with the batch
size of 2.

As for multi-lingual fine-tune and single language fine-
tuning, we used the AdamW optimizer with an initial
learning rate of 1e-4 and annealed it gradually after a
warm-up epoch until it reached 1e-5.

5. Results
The main results of our model and baselines are shown
in Table 3 and Table 4, where the F1 performance in
Vietnamese and Persian are presented respectively. It



can be found that the pre-trained model has more advan-
tages than the rule-based method, since the rule-based
method has limited generalization capabilities in valida-
tion and test datasets. The BERT-CRF and BERT-Span
methods have similar performance. This may be because
the sequence labeling method with pre-trained model
has limited ability to capture external information in the
unseen test dataset, especially in the low-resource set-
ting. It is worth noting that the F1 scores of the method
based on the generation method are higher than the se-
quence labeling method, which indicates that the gen-
eration method is more conducive to capturing the re-
lationship between the acronym of the short-form and
the long-form. What’s more, our method is higher than
other baselines in both the validation set and the test set.
More precisely, on the Vietnamese test set, the proposed
method reaches an F1 score of 0.8416, and on the Persian
test set, the proposed method reaches a score of 0.7993.
Further conclusion can be found that: 1) compared with
the traditional generation method (i.e., MT5), we have
designed the prompt method, which is effective to make
full use of the knowledge from the pre-trained model. As
a result, the proposed method gets a good performance
on the test set as its stronger generalization ability. 2) As
the scale of the initial pre-trained model increases, the
prompt can enhance the generalization of downstream
tasks.

6. Conclusion
We describe the sequence generation system used for sub-
mission in the acronym extraction task of SDU@AAAI-22.
Three types of methods have been tried to complete this
task, including the rule-base, sequence labeling, and se-
quence generation. The results show that the proposed
method outperforms the other baselines, achieving the
best performance (Top-1) in the acronym extraction of
Vietnamese and Persian. It can be concluded that the
sequence generation method has more ability for gen-
eralization than the sequence labeling. The prompt can
further enhance the generalization ability. Furthermore,
there are some promising works to be done in the future.
As for the training method, it will be a wise way to merge
the sequence labeling into the sequence generation as the
multi-task learning. As for the prompt design, the soft
prompt can be a better way to bridge the gap between
the upstream and the downstream task than the fixed
prompt templates.
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